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Abstract 
This paper uses both 2D and standard, or 1 D, representations of the dynamics of dis- 
crete linear repetitive processes to characterise their reachability/controllability proper- 
ties. The major new results are a 1D representation of constant dimensions and 
characterisations of reachability/controllability in terms of matrix rank based condi- 
tions. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Kqwor& Repetitive dynamics; Reachability/controllability 
1. Introduction 
Repetitive, or multipass, processes are uniquely characterised by a series of 
sweeps, termed passes, through a set of dynamics defined over a fixed finite du- 
ration known as the pass length. On each pass an output, termed the pass pro- 
file, is produced which acts as a forcing function on, and hence contributes to, 
the dynamics of the next pass profile. Industrial examples include long-wall 
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coal cutting [I] and metal rolling operations [2], and algorithmic examples in- 
clude classes of iterative learning control schemes [3] and iterative solution al- 
gorithms for classes of nonlinear dynamic optimal control problems based on 
the maximum principle [4]. 
The essential unique control problem for these processes arises directly from 
the explicit interaction between successive pass profiles. In essence, the sequence 
of pass profiles generated can contain oscillations that increase in amplitude in 
the pass to pass direction. Such behaviour is easily generated in simulation stud- 
ies and in experiments on scaled models of industrial examples [2]. 
In general, this problem cannot be removed by standard (i.e. 1D) control ac- 
tion, precisely because such an approach essentially ignores their inherent 2D 
systems (i.e. information propagation in two separate directions) structure. 
This fact has, in turn, led to the development [5] of a rigorous stability theory 
for these processes, based on an abstract model in a Banach space setting which 
includes all constant pass length processes as special cases. 
The results of applying this theory to a number of sub-classes of practical 
interest are also known, including so-called discrete linear repetitive processes 
which are the subject of this paper. In this case, the resulting conditions can be 
tested by. in effect, direct application of standard (1 D) linear systems stability 
tests [2,5]. To date, however, little work has been reported on the development 
of a comprehensive control theory for these processes. 
This paper develops the first substantial results on key aspect of this general 
problem area in the form of characterisations of reachability/controllability 
properties by means of matrix rank based tests. In contrast to standard (1D) 
linear systems, the situation is much more complex in the sense that at least 
two distinct definitions with clear physical significance can be introduced. An- 
other key feature of discrete linear repetitive processes is the close structural 
links with classes of 2D linear systems for which a relatively more developed 
systems theory already exists. 
Previous work [6] has shown that the dynamics of discrete linear repetitive 
processes can be represented by well known 2D linear systems state space mod- 
els. where for the work reported here the most appropriate of these is a singular 
version of the Fornasini Marchesini type. Using this particular representation 
of the their dynamics, it is possible to develop a transition matrix for discrete 
linear repetitive processes and hence an analytic formula for their response to 
given inputs and initial conditions. Here the transition matrix is used to char- 
acter&e physically meaningful definitions of so-called local reachability and 
controllability of discrete linear repetitive processes, which are, in general, dis- 
tinct concepts. The end result of this analysis is matrix rank based tests for 
these properties which are, in turn, clearly attractive in terms of further devel- 
opments such as the structure and design of feedback control laws. 
It is also known that cases exist where what is required is so-called pass con- 
trollability and that the 2D linear systems model approach will only yield nec- 
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essary conditions for this property [6]. An appealing alternative approach is to 
use an appropriate standard (1 D) state space model interpretation of the pro- 
cess dynamics. Here such a model with constant dimension matrices and vec- 
tors is developed and used to solve this pass controllability problem. The result 
is again a matrix rank based test for this property. 
2. Background 
The essential unique feature of a repetitive, or multipass, process can be il- 
lustrated by considering machining operations where the material, or work- 
piece, involved is processed by a sequence of passes of the processing tool. 
In particular. suppose that the necessarily finite pass length c[ has the same val- 
ue for each pass and let yk(p), 0 <p < cx, where p is the independent spatial or 
temporal variable, denote the output vector, or pass profile, produced on pass 
k 3 0. Then in a repetitive process yk(p) acts as a forcing function on the next 
pass and hence contributes to the dynamics of the new pass profile 
yL+,(p)% O<p<z. 
An industrial example is long-wall coal cutting which is the main method of 
extracting coal from deep cast mines in Great Britain. In this method (see, for 
example [l] for more details) roadways are machined and kept open (a nontriv- 
ial task in itself) at either end of the coal seam and the coal is removed by a 
series of sweeps of a cutting machine along the coal face (which is perpendic- 
ular to the roadways in a plan view). The cutter is borne on the so-called ar- 
moured face conveyor, a collection of loosely joined steel pans, which rests 
on the the floor profile resulting from the previous pass. Hydraulic rams in 
the supporting roof structure are used to steer the cutting head within the un- 
dulating confines of the coal seam as the machine passes along the coal face, 
where the basic objective is to maximise coal extraction without penetrating 
the stone coal interface (to be avoided on both safety and economic grounds). 
In the simplest form of operation, the machine cuts in one direction only - 
more advanced bi-directional cutting is only really feasible in ‘very rich’ seam 
mines. At the end of each pass, the cutting machine is hauled back in reverse (a 
high speed operation) to its starting position and hydraulic rams are used to 
‘push over’ the complete installation (i.e. machine, armoured face conveyor. 
and supporting roof/floor structure) so that it now rests on the newly cut floor 
profile ready for the start of the next pass. A study of its basic geometry and 
dynamics immediately confirms that long-wall coal cutting is a repetitive pro- 
cess. 
Other industrial examples include metal rolling operations (see, for example 
[2] for a detailed treatment). Also a number of so-called algorithmic examples 
exist. For example, it has been shown [3] that a repetitive process formulation 
provides a natural basis for the analysis of classes of iterative learning control 
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schemes. Similarly, they have a key role to play in studying the convergence 
properties of iterative solution algorithms for nonlinear dynamic optimal con- 
trol problems based on the maximum principle (see, for example [4]). 
The basic unique control problem which arises for repetitive processes is 
that the output sequence of pass profiles can contain oscillations that increase 
in amplitude in the pass to pass direction (i.e. the k direction in the notation for 
variables used here). Such behaviour is easily generated in simulation studies 
and in experiments on scaled models of industrial examples such as long-wall 
coal cutting (again see [2] for a detailed treatment). In long-wall coal cutting 
this problem appears (in its worst form) as severe undulations in the newly 
cut floor profile which means that cutting operations (i.e. productive work) 
must be suspended to enable their manual removal. This problem is one of 
the key factors behind the ‘start/stop’ cutting pattern of a typical working cycle 
in a coal mine. 
In general, this problem cannot be removed by ‘standard’, i.e. lD, control 
action. The basic reason for this is that such an approach basically ignores their 
inherent 2D systems structure. Motivated by this key fact, Rogers and Owens 
[5] have developed a stability theory for linear constant pass length repetitive 
processes. This theory is based on an abstract model in a Banach space setting 
which includes all such processes as special cases. 
Basically, stability for a linear repetitive process, termed stability along the 
pass, prevents in a robust sense the appearance of oscillations which increase in 
amplitude in the pass to pass direction independent of the pass length. In a 
more formal sense it is bounded-input/bounded-output stability (in terms of 
the norm topology on the underlying Banach space) independent of the pass 
length. The resulting conditions are expressed in terms of of the bounded linear 
operator that describes the process dynamics. Also the results of interpreting 
these conditions for a range of examples or sub-classes are known. 
One such sub-class is so-called discrete linear repetitive processes which are 
the subject of this paper. The state space model describing their dynamics has 
the form 
(1) 
Here on pass k, xk(p) is the n x 1 state vector, yk(p) is the m x 1 vector pass pro- 
file, and ul,(p) is the 1 x 1 vector of control inputs. 
The following result, for a proof see Ch. 3 of [5], gives a set of necessary and 
sufficient conditions for stability along the pass of processes described by (1). 
Theorem 1. Suppose that the pair {A. Bo} is controlluble and the pair {C, A} is 
observable. Then discrete linear repetitive processes described by (I) are stable 
along the puss iJ; und only !fi 
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(a) 01) < 1, 
fb) Q) < 1, 
where r( .) denotes the spectral radius, and 
(c) all eigenvalues of the transfer function matrix G(z) have modulus strictly less 
than unity ‘d IzJ = 1, where 
G(z) = C(zZn - A)P’Bo + II,. (2) 
Several equivalent sets of necessary and sufficient conditions exist for stabil- 
ity along the pass in the case of processes described by (1) (for alternatives 
again see Ch. 3 of [5]) but the set of Theorem 1 have the key (applications ori- 
ented) advantage that they can, in effect, be tested by direct application of stan- 
dard (or 1D) linear time invariant systems stability tests. In particular, 
condition (c) has a ‘Nyquist like’ graphical interpretation. Also all three of 
these conditions have well defined physical meanings which are briefly discus- 
sed next. 
In the case of condition (a), set p = 0 and consider the case of 
xk+i (0) = 0, k 2 0. Then from (1) ~~(0) = @y,,(O), k 3 0, and hence this con- 
dition demands that the sequence of pass initial conditions does not become 
unbounded in a well defined sense as the process evolves from pass to pass 
(i.e. in the k direction). Also condition (b) of Theorem 1 is clearly a necessary 
condition to guarantee that the dynamics produced along any pass are uni- 
formly bounded independent of the pass length. 
Consider now the case of (1) with zero state initial conditions and control 
inputs on each pass. Then, see [2] for the details, the dynamics of this discrete 
linear repetitive process can be written in standard (or 1 D) z transform terms as 
Y~+I(z) = G(z)y&), k > 0. (3) 
Suppose also, for simplicity, that m = 1 = 1 (the single-input/single-output 
(SISO) case). Then considering Iz] = 1, it follows that yk(z) = G’(z)y,(z), k 2 0, 
and hence condition (c) of Theorem 1 is equivalent to the requirement that 
each frequency component of the initial profile is attenuated from pass to pass. 
As a simple example to demonstrate that, in particular, condition (b) of The- 
orem 1 is not enough, consider the following SISO single state example where fi 
is a positive real scalar 
y,++,@ + 1) = -0.5 Yk+l(P) +&+1(P) + CO.5 + B)Yk(Pl3 
O<p<u, k>O. (4) 
Then here conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 hold but condition (c) defined in 
terms of 
0.5 + p 
G(z) = ~ 
z + 0.5 (5) 
may not hold. 
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Condition (a) of Theorem 1 is, in fact, a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a weaker form of stability of (1) known as asymptotic stability. Suppose 
that the input sequence applied {u~}~ ~, converges strongly (i.e. in the norm 
topology of the underlying Banach space) to u,. Then under asymptotic 
stability, the sequence of pass profiles (~1)~ ~ , generated converges strongly 
to the so-called limit profile described by the standard (i.e. 1D) state space 
model 
SX(/J + 1) = (il + &,(l,,> - nJ’c) .yx(p) + (B+ Bojl,,,-D,)-‘n,,)r,,(p). 
.rX(P) = (I,!> -O~‘C&(I’) + (I,li -L@W,(P). ()<p<r. (6) 
In physical terms this means that if a process described by (1) is asymptotically 
stable then, after a ‘sufficiently large’ number of passes, its repetitive dynamics 
can be replaced by those of a standard, or 1D. discrete linear system. 
This last fact has obvious implications in terms of controlling the dynamics 
of (I). Note, however, that asymptotic stability does not guarantee that the re- 
sulting limit profile is stable in the 1 D linear sense which is clearly what would 
be required in most applications. A simple example to illustrate this fact is the 
process of (4) which is asymptotically stable but the resulting limit profile 
.u,(p+ 1) =/1X,(y) + Llx(p), o<p<x (7) 
is unstable in the standard sense for any /j 3 1. 
Stability along the pass is required to guarantee that the limit profile result- 
ing from ( 1) is stable in the ID sense. In particular, it can be shown [5] that the 
conditions of Theorem 1 imply that 
+ + &I(/,,, - D,)_‘Cj < 1. (8) 
As noted previously in this paper, the conditions of Theorem 1 can, in effect, 
be tested by direct application of an appropriate set of ID linear systems sta- 
bility tests. Also if the process is stable along the pass it is possible to derive 
[2,5] computable performance bounds on the following key measures of system 
performance (open-loop or closed-loop under appropriate control action): 
I. The rate of approach of the output sequence of pass profiles {YL}~~, to the 
limit profile J’~. 
2. The error yn -J’~ on pass k 3 0. 
These bounds are expressed in terms of the norm on the underlying Banach 
space and, in effect, are computed from the 1 D linear system parameterised by 
the state space quadruple {A ~ L&r. C, Di } which basically describes the contribu- 
tion of the dynamics of the previous pass profile to those of the current one. 
The actual computational algorithms follow from combining basic results in 
functional analysis with the theory of nonnegative matrices. 
These and other results provide a suitable basis on which to begin the devel- 
opment of a comprehensive control theory for processes described by (1) in the 
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form of rigorously based control schemes and controller design algorithms 
suitable, at the very least, for detailed design and evaluation studies. This gen- 
eral area is, as yet, only in its very early stages and there are a number of key 
basic general problem areas where little is yet known. One such general area is 
the characterisation of key systems theoretic properties such as what (if any- 
thing) is meant by reachability/controllability. In this case, other work [6] 
has concluded that the overall situation is much more complex than for 1 D lin- 
ear systems in the sense that, as for quarter plane causal 2D discrete linear sys- 
tems described by the well known Roesser model [7] or equivalents such as the 
Fornasini Marchesini class [8], at least two essentially distinct definitions with 
clear physical significance can be introduced. 
The remainder of this paper develops the first substantial set of results on 
characterising these so-called local and simultaneous, or complete, pass reach- 
ability/controllability properties in the form of matrix rank based conditions. A 
key feature of these results is that those for the local case are based on a 2D 
discrete linear systems interpretation of the process dynamics (building on 
the preliminary work in [6]) and those for the simultaneous case on the use 
of a ‘strict’ 1D discrete linear systems interpretation of the underlying dynam- 
its 
3. 2D representations and local reachability/controllability 
The dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes are clearly closely related 
to those of so-called 2D discrete linear systems recursive over the positive 
quadrant, i.e. systems which propagate information in two separate directions, 
usually termed ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ respectively, over the grid 
Z’ := {(i-j): i 3 0,j >, O}. In particular, they basically propagate information 
in two separate directions, i.e. from pass to pass (k direction) and along a given 
pass (p direction). Hence one possible approach to the analysis of discrete lin- 
ear repetitive processes is to treat them as 2D discrete linear systems recursive 
in Z’. A (potentially) key difference, however, is the fact that the pass length of 
a repetitive process, which corresponds to the duration of information propa- 
gation in one direction in the 2D discrete linear system representations advo- 
cated here, is always finite by definition. 
The modelling, or representation, of 2D discrete linear systems is somewhat 
more complicated than in the 1D case, see, for example [9] for a detailed treat- 
ment. At a basic level, the types of representations possible can be classified as 
to whether or not: 
1. an input/output structure is included; and 
2. latent (auxiliary) variables are included in addition to the system variables. 
As in the 1 D case, state space models are a very important class of representa- 
tions for the dynamics of 2D discrete linear systems and several alternative 
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versions exist, where the most commonly used are the Roesser model [7] and 
the various forms of the Fornasini Marchesini models [8]. 
The Roesser state space model (omitting the output equation which has no 
role in this work) has the structure 
Xh(i + 1.j) = A,Xh(i,j) + Azx,(i,j) + B, u(i,j), 
x,(i,j+ 1) =Ajxh(i,j) +A4.xY(i,j) +&u(i,j). (9) 
Here i and j are positive integer valued horizontal and vertical co-ordinates, xh is 
the n x 1 vector of horizontally transmitted information, xv is the m x 1 vector of 
vertically transmitted information, and u is the 1 x 1 vector of control inputs. 
In the Fornasini Marchesini model structures, the state vector is not split 
into horizontal and vertical components. Again the output equation is not re- 
quired in this work, and with z(i,j) denoting the (appropriately dimensioned) 
state vector at (i,j), i 3 0, j b 0, the general model of this type has the struc- 
ture 
z(i+ 1,j-t 1) = Ajz(i+ 1-j) +&z(i,j+ 1) +A,z(i,j) 
+&zL(i+ l,j)+BqU(i,jf l), (10) 
where.as in (9) u is the (appropriately dimensioned) vector of control inputs. 
Note also that every Fornasini Marchesini model can be transformed to Roe- 
sser form and vice versa. 
Other work [lo] has argued that (1) is a Roesser (and hence Fornasini 
Marchesini) model. In the case of the former, this claim is based, in effect, 
on interpreting the state vector x as horizontally transmitted information 
and the the pass profile y as vertically transmitted information. Using this 
‘equivalence’, it is possible to show that the same set of conditions result from 
the following operations: 
1. Applying a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for stability along the 
pass to processes described by (1). 
2. Applying a necessary and sufficient set of conditions for BIB0 stability (see, 
for example [5] for the background theory) of the Roesser model of (9) with 
the matrices Al, AI, A3, and A4 replaced by A, Bo, C, and D,, respectively (or 
a Fornasini Marchesini equivalent). 
The general problem of representing the dynamics of (1) by 2D discrete lin- 
ear systems state space models has been considered previously in [6] which has 
shown that the appropriate starting point is the so-called augmented state vec- 
tor defined from the state and pass profile vectors of (1) as 
(11) 
Then it follows that the dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes with 
state space model (1) can be written in the form 
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EZ(kf l,p+ 1) =AsZ(k+l,p)+AgZ(k,p)+BgU(k+ l,P), (12) 
where 
This is the singular version of the model of (10) (which has a nonsingular, or 
regular structure) with A6 = 0, and B4 = 0. Note also that there is a consider- 
able volume of literature on systems theory for 2D discrete linear systems de- 
scribed by the singular versions of the Roesser and Fornasini Marchesini state 
space models - see, for example [11,12] and numerous papers since these pub- 
lications. One key aspect of this work has been detailed investigations into the 
role and interpretations of singularity for these models and the construction 
from them of nonsingular representations. 
Other work [13] has concluded that singularity is not an intrinsic feature (in 
a well defined sense) of discrete linear repetitive processes. This, in turn, has led 
to the development of a ‘transformation theory’ for constructing nonsingular 
Roesser and Fornasini Marchesini state space model descriptions from their 
singular counterparts. These nonsingular representations have then been used 
to establish a formal equivalence (unlike the work of [lo]) between stability 
along the pass of processes described by (1) and BIB0 stability of their 2D 
Roesser or Fornasini Marchesini state space model interpretations which clear- 
ly must form the basis for an investigation into, for example, the potential role 
of 2D feedback control schemes for (1). 
In the context of this paper, the singular 2D Fornasini Marchesini model of 
(12),( 13) is the appropriate starting point since it can be used to develop a tran- 
sition matrix for (1) and hence an analytic expression for the trajectories gen- 
erated by such a process in response to a given control input sequence and 
initial conditions. Here the transition matrix is used to characterise so-called 
local reachability/controllability properties for (1) for which what follows is 
the essential background. Complete details, including proofs, can again be 
found in [13]. 
Consider first the transition matrix (or fundamental matrix sequence) for 2D 
discrete linear systems/discrete linear repetitive processes described by (12),( 13). 
Then it can be shown that this matrix, denoted by z,i here, is given by 
{ 
A9T-1.71 +&&-I + In+m> i=jzO, 
E7;,j = A9Ll.jpl + A8T.,j-I, i#Oand/or j#O> (14) 
i 3 - pl. j 3 - I+, 
where (p, 3 pL?) denotes the index of (12), (13). 
To expand on this system index concept, first introduce 
E(z,,zz) = (z,z2E - zI A8 - A9). (15) 
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Consider also the Laurent expansion about infinity of Em’ (z, ,a) written (for- 
mally) in the following form 
where zl and z7 are the shift operators in the k and p directions respectively. 
Then Lewis [I 21 has shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for the ex- 
istence of (16) with finite lower limits on the double summation is 
deg (det (E(zr ( z2 1)) = deg,,(det(-Ql.zd)) +deg,?(det(E(zl,zz))), (17) 
where the degree of the two variable polynomial det (E(z, ~ ~2)) is defined as the 
degree in z of det(E(z,z)) and deg,,,(det(E(z, ,z2))) denotes the degree in zh 
(h = 1,2). This means that the highest degree in zI and z2 occurs in the same 
term and two-variable polynomials with this property are termed principal. 
It also follows immediately that 2D discrete linear systems models of the form 
(12), (13) for discrete linear repetitive processes are principal and it is this fact 
which is the key to showing that nonsingular 2D discrete linear systems state 
space models for the dynamics of these processes exists - see [13]. 
To evaluate (14), first partition 7;., as follows 
(18) 
where 7;:;’ is of dimension n x n and rf;’ is of dimension m x m. Then it follows 
[13] that the index (,M, ,u2) in this case is defined by ,u, = 0, pr = 1 and hence 
7;,_, , i.e. 
(19) 
is the initial matrix in this case. The following result gives the formula for com- 
puting 7;.,, i 3 0, j 3 - 1. 
Theorem 2. The transition mutrix jbr 2D discrete linear systernsldiscrete linem 
repetitiae processes described bJ3 (12), (13) is giuen by soltling the jbllowing set 
qf equations jbr T, i 
T,;;” = AT,‘;‘, +B&;,,_,, i = 1.2 
unlA the ,fbllowing set f3fequations ,f& K,, + I 
(20) 
Tf;i = CT.‘;’ + D, r,“; 
./’ i. = 1.2. (21) 
Suppose now that the pass initial conditions for (1) have the form 
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where d,+i and v(p) are known vectors. These pass initial conditions are the 
simplest possible and cases do exist where they are not appropriate to ‘ade- 
quately model’ the underlying process dynamics - see [2] for examples - but 
is assumed here that they are ‘adequate’ where this assumption covers a large 
range of cases of practical interest. In which case the general response formula 
is given by the following result which is proved in [ 131. 
Theorem 3. Consider the model of (12), (13) fbr the dynamics of discrete linear 
repetititle processes. Then the general response formulu jbr this model is given hi’ 
h-l p-1 
Z(k,p) = x x z,jBSU(k - i3p -,j - 1) 
,=n ,=-I 
h-l h-2 
+ c 7;,_,&Z(k - LO) + c 7&‘49Z(k - i - 110) 
(23) 
As an example of the use of Theorem 3, suppose that we require to compute 
Z(2,2) for a given process. Then evaluating (23) gives 
Z(2,2) = To.-lBSU(2.2) + To.&u(2,1) + TO.IBSU(20) 
+ 7,L,&U(l,2) + ~,.&41,1) + ~l,I~S~(l,0) 
+ 7;,I&Z(2,0) + ~l,I&Z(l,0) + r,.l‘49Z(1~0) 
+ r, -,A9z(O,2) + T,,oA9Z(O, 1) + r,,,A9Z(O,o). (24) 
Note here that, despite the fact that (12), (13) is a singular 2D model, the gen- 
eral response formula of Theorem 3 is virtually identical to that for the nonsin- 
gular 2D Fornasini Marchesini model. This confirms that the discrete linear 
repetitive process state space model of (1) is nonsingular and only the interpr- 
etation of its dynamics in the form of (12), (13) is singular. 
In order to use the transition matrix (and Theorem 3) to define and characterise 
so-called local reachability and controllability of the dynamics of (1) (as repre- 
sented by 12, 13) the following partial ordering of two tuple integers will be 
used. 
(j’. h) < (k,p) iff ,f < k. and h <p. 
(,f’. h) = (k-p) iff f’ = k. and h = p% 
(.f.h) < (k.p) iff [f. h) < (k,p) and (f.h) # (k.p). 
The dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes evolve over 
(25) 
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D,:={(k,p):k>O,O<p<cc} (26) 
but in practice only a finite number of passes, say K* will actually be complet- 
ed. Hence a natural way to define reachability/controllability properties for 
these processes is the following: is it possible to achieve (in a sense to be for- 
malised next) all possible vectors in the rectangle whose boundary in the pass 
to pass direction is defined by 0 <k <K* and in the along the pass direction by 
0 <p < cc? The analysis which follows formalises this intuitive idea in terms of 
the so-called local reachability and controllability properties of (12)-( 13) where 
for (a, b) < (c, d) the rectangle [(a, b), (c, d)] is defined as follows: 
[(a, b)? (C, d)] := {(a, 6) 6 (0) < (G d)}. (27) 
In general, local reachability and controllability of the 2D discrete linear sys- 
tems/discrete linear repetitive processes are quite distinct concepts. The defini- 
tions are as follows. 
Definition 1. The dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes modelled by 
(12), (13) are said to be locally reachable in the rectangle [(O,O): (f, h)], 
O<f <K*,O<h<xifforeveryz,. E iW”+“’ 3 a sequence of control input vectors 
u(i,j) on (0,O) < (i,j) < CJ, h) such that Z(f, h) = z,. 
Definition 2. The dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes modelled by 
(12) and (13) are said to be locally controllable in the rectangle [(O,O), Cf. h)], 
O<f< K”, 0 6 h < LX if 3 a sequence of control input vectors u(i,j) on 
(030) 6 (G) < Cr, h) such that Z(f‘, h) = 0. 
As noted above local reachability and controllability of ( 12), (13) are, in gen- 
eral, distinct properties - see [ 11,141 for the 2D linear systems case, and [ 131 for 
the discrete linear repetitive process case. Both properties can, however, be 
characterised in terms of conditions on the ranks of constant matrices as shown 
by the following results. 
Theorem 4. The dynamics of’ discrete lineur repetitive processes modelled by 
(12), (13) satisfy Dejinition I if,’ and only $ 
rankR,,h = n + m (28) 
where 
R/h = [~I,~,&, . . . Mu,,&o,.. &h] (29) 
and 
Mlj = T/-i,h-,-IB5, 1 <i<f> O<j<h. (30) 
Proof. Since Z(j, h) = z,., use of the transition matrix enables the process 
response in this case can be written as a linear matrix equation of the form 
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F(Ag,Ag,ZCf - i,O),Z(O,j)) = RpU where the column vector U is formed by 
compatibly augmenting the control input vectors over the rectangle 
[CO, O), 0-3 h)l. Th e result now follows immediately. 
Theorem 5. The dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes modelled by 
(12), (13) satisfy Definition 2 if: and only if; 
rank Rfi = rank [R.fi, Pfi] (31) 
where R, is defined by (29), (30) and 
P(h = [ p,‘,q,, . . . . p;,._,,p; I,.‘., P& 1 (32) 
with 
4; = TO&IAX, (33) 
‘Ti = Tf-i&IA* + Tf-,-l,h-l Ag! 1 6 i 6 f - 1, (34) 
P;i = T~_I,~-~-~A~, 0 <j 6 h. (35) 
Proof. This follows virtually identical steps to that of the preceding theorem. 
Hence the details are omitted here. 
Some further development of these basic results is possible - see [13] for the 
details. A currently open research question is the implications (if any) of local 
reachability/controllability properties on, for example, the structure and prop- 
erties of current pass state feedback control laws where one possible structure 
for such a law is uk+l(p) = Fxk+l(p). In which context preliminary work has 
highlighted the need for so-called simultaneous, or pass, controllability of dis- 
crete linear repetitive processes. This property is defined as follows. (For the 
related concept for 2D linear systems described by the Roesser model see, 
for example [ 151). 
Definition 3. Let K* be an arbitrarily chosen pass number for the discrete linear 
repetitive process state space model of (1). Then processes described by this 
state space model are said to be simultaneously, or pass, controllable if 3 
control input vectors defined on the rectangle [O,O], [K*, CC] which will drive the 
process to an arbitrarily specified pass profile on pass [K*]. 
It can be shown, see [13] for the details, that only necessary, as opposed to 
necessary and sufficient, conditions for this property can be developed from 2D 
linear systems interpretations of the form of (12), (13) (or equivalents) for the 
dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes. Note, however, that these 
processes have strong structural links with ID discrete linear time invariant 
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systems where, of course, controllability and related properties are well defined 
and understood. This suggests that a more natural approach to ‘similar’ prob- 
lems for discrete linear repetitive processes is to embed their dynamics in an 
equivalent 1 D representation or model. 
Previous work see, for example [16] has shown that it is possible to develop 
1 D representations for the dynamics of classes of 2D discrete linear systems but 
only in the form of a state space model which is ‘time varying’ in the sense that 
the dimensions of the defining matrices and vectors increase as the system dy- 
namics evolve over the underlying domain. In Section 4, a 1D representation 
for the dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes is developed whose de- 
fining matrices and vectors are of constant dimensions. This representation is 
then used to solve the pass controllability problem of Definition 3. 
4. 1D Representation and pass controllability 
As noted in the last section, other work, such as [16], has developed 1D rep- 
resentations for classes of 2D linear systems. These classes include Roesser and 
Fornasini-Marchesini state space models (in all their various forms) as special 
cases. To summarise the ideas and results from this work required here. consid- 
er the following Fornasini-Marchesini model of a 2D linear system evolving 
over the positive quadrant 2’. 
Yj(i+1.,~+1)=J~~(i+1.~)+Kr~(i,,j+1)+Fu(i+1.,~)+Gu(i,j+1). 
(36) 
where ~1 and u are vector valued. Also set N = i +,j and introduce the following 
global state and input vectors, respectively ([16] terms these natural wave vari- 
ables) 
&,(N) = [$(N,O). $(N - 1. 1). ,r~T(O,M)]T. 
K,(N) = [L?(N, 0). J(N - 1. 1). . . uT(O.N)]T. (37) 
Then it follows that the dynamics of (36) are equivalently described by a 1D 
linear state space model of the form 
e/(N + 1) = Ei(N)JCI(N) + fi(N)K(N), (38) 
where the matrices E,(N) and F,(N) are defined by the matrices in (36). 
The key distinguishing feature of the 1D models developed in [ 161 is that 
they are ‘time varying’ in the sense that the dimensions of the matrices and vec- 
tors which define them increase as the system evolves over its domain of oper- 
ation. This, in turn, means that results developed using these representations 
are most often computationally unattractive in terms of potential applications. 
Note again that the duration of information propagation in one of the two 
separate directions, i.e. the pass length, is finite and fixed in a linear repetitive 
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process. This, in turn, strongly suggests that it should be possible to develop 
1 D representations of discrete linear repetitive processes with constant dimen- 
sions. The remainder of this paper develops such a representation and uses it to 
characterise the pass controllability property of Definition 3. 
Consider again (1) and define the so-called global state vector for this state 
space description as 
Z(k) = [xT(k:O),yT(k, M), . . ,XT(k. x),yT(k x,]’ E R”> (39) 
where M = (X + l)(n + m). Then the dynamics of (1) can be written as 
E,z(k + 1) = A,oZ(k) + Be U(k + 1). (40) 
where 
U(k) = [uT(k.O), . , uT(k. ct - l)lT E RL (41) 
with L = xl. The matrices Alo and Bh in (40) are defined as follows where the 
matrix E is again given by (13) 8 denotes the Kronecker product of two ma- 
trices, and 
EI = (011, @c E) - (Ix @ AslO), 
AI,, = (I, 8 AY/O), Be =I,@Bs> (42) 
where Ax, AY and BS are again defined by (13). 
The matrix E, in (42) is rectangular in structure but the problems that this 
would introduce can be avoided by cutting the state vector of (40) to 
Z(k) = [x’(k, l),yT(k, l), .xT(k, cc),yT(k, cc)]’ E W”l, 
M, = G!(n + m) 
and hence the model of (40))(42) can be rewritten as 
Ed(k + 1) =&i(k) + Be U(k + 1) + c(k). 
(43) 
(44) 
where 
- E 0 ... 0 O- 
-As E ... 0 0 
El = 0 -A8 ‘. ! ! , 
. . 
E 0 
_ 0 0 ... -A8 E_ 
(45) 
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(46) 
(47) 
Note that in this representation, the matrix Ez is square as required but the 
presence of the term e(k) means that it is not ‘strictly linear’. 
Consider now 1D linear systems described by the singular state space model 
E3Y(A -t 1) = A,zY(R) +&v(k), (48) 
where det(E3) = 0, ‘P(k) is the n x 1 state vector and v(k) is the I x 1 input vec- 
tor. Suppose also that (48) is regular, i.e. 3s: det(E3s - Aiz) # 0. Then 3 nonsin- 
gular matrices P and Q which transform this state space model to 
&i(k + 1) = &*ljl(k) + P&U(k), (49) 
where 
9’(k) := e-1 Y(k) (50) 
and 
Iv 0 
.E,=PE~Q= o N ! 
[ 1 
0 
A,2 = PA,2Q = [ 42 0 L 1 
(51) 
and N is a nilpotent matrix of dimension (n - Y) x (H - Y) where Y is the degree 
of det(E3s - A12). 
In effect, this result, the so-called canonical Weierstrass-Kronecker decom- 
position (for a proof, see for example [l I]) shows that the singular 1D state 
space model of (48) can be decomposed into nonsingular and singular subsys- 
tems. This decomposition cannot, however, be applied to the 1D model of 
(44)-(47) for the dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes since this mod- 
el is clearly not regular (rows II + 1 through to n + m of (ENS - Al 1) are zero). It 
is, however, possible to generalise this result to partition (44)-(47) into nonsin- 
gular and singular subsystems. 
Theorem 6. Consider the ID model of (44)-(47) for the dynamics of discrete 
linear repetitive processes. Then 3 nonsingular matrices P and Q such that left 
multiplication of (44) by P combined with the introduction of the global state 
vector Y(k) = Q-‘i(k) where 
Y(k) = [XT@, l),xT(k,2), . . . ,XT(k &JJTk l),YT(k 9, ‘. . ,YT(k a - qT 
(54 
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transforms this model into the form 
Y(k + 1) = A,3!P(k) + B8LyR + 1) + i(k), (53) 
y(k+ 1:O) = Cx(k+ 1,O) f&u@+ 1,O) fD,y(k,O), (54) 
A13 = 3 
0 0 . . 0 
Bo 0 
ABo Bo 
A”-2B 0 A1-3B 0 
. . 0 
0 
. . . . 
B. 
D1 0 
CBo DI 
C A”-3Bo CA”-4B 0 
B 0 . . 0 
AB B ... 0 
. . . . 
A”-‘B A”-2B . . . B 
CB Do ... 0 
B8 = 
I CAB CB . . 0 : 
CA”-2B CAxp3B . . Do 
i(k) = 
A Bo 
A2 ABo 
A” A’-‘BO 
CA CBo 
CA2 CAB0 
0 
. . 0 
. . . 
. . D, 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
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Proof. In effect, this is by construction of a suitable P and Q. To begin, set 
P=k2, 
where 
i,= 
I,, 0 0 0 0 0 .’ 
0 0 I,, 0 0 0 ‘. 
0 0 0 0 I,, 0 ” 
. . . 
. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 . 
0 0 0 I,,, 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 I,,, 
. . 
. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 . 
0 I,,, 0 0 0 0 . 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
. 
I,, 0 
0 0 
0 0 
. 
0 I,,, 
0 0 
J, = 
and 
Q= 
;n 0 1 . 0 . . 1 . 0 . 1 1x2 
‘I, 0 0 . . 
0 0 0 . 
0 I,, 0 
0 0 0 ” 
0 0 I,, I 0 . 0 0 . .. ” 
0- 
0 
0 
0 
0 . 
0 
I m - 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
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Applying P and Q as in the 1D case immediately yields that the matrix corre- 
sponding to N of (51) is the zero matrix since rows n + 1 through to n + m of 
E2s - A,, are zero. Deleting the corresponding states from the model now 
yields (53) as required. 
It is now a simple task to join the pass profile initial conditions in (54) to the 
state equation of (53) by augmenting the state vector, and hence its final form is 
X(k) = [XT@, l), . ,.z(k, rx),yT(k,O), $(k, a - l)lT E EP’. (63) 
Note, however, that x(k, 0), k = 1,2,. . . are still not block entries in the global 
state vector. These vectors are responsible for the affine term i in the 1D state 
equation defined by X(k) whose structure is 
X(k + 1) = A,&(k) + B9 L’(k + 1) + i(k), (64) 
where 
AM= [O j ;::]. B9= [;;:I 
with 
Bo 0 . 0 
ABo B. ... 0 
A15= . . 
A”-‘B 0 ... ABo Bo 1 
Dl 0 . . 0 
CBo D, ... 0 
A16 = 
. . 
-CA”-‘B. ... CBo D, 
B 0 ... O- 
AB B ... 0 
BIO = . , . . . . . 
A”-‘B . . . AB B 
Do 0 0 
CB Do . 0 
BII= . . . . . 
-CA”-‘B CB D,, 
i(k) = 
[ 1 
;; x(k+ 1.0) (65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
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A - c - 
A2 CA 
cl= . , a2 = . (70) 
A” CA”-’ 
Suppose now that the substitution 
X(k) := X(k) - B@(k) (71) 
is introduced into (64). Then the following theorem is a formal statement of the 
results to date in this section which establish the existence of an equivalent 
standard, or lD, state space description for the dynamics of discrete linear re- 
petitive processes. 
Theorem 7. The dynamics of’ discrete linear repetitive processes can be 
equivalently described by the standard (or ID) linear systems state space model 
i(k + 1) = AI&~) + R U(k) + w(k + l,O), 
j(k + 1) = AI&) + SU(k) + azx(k + 1,O): 
where 
k(k) = [i’(k),_‘(k)lT, i(k) E W”, Y(k) E [w”” 
and the matrices R and S are defined as follows 
rl 0 ... 0 
r2 rI ... 0 
R=. . .> . . . . . . 
_rz i--I ... r1 
SI 0 .” 0 
s2 SI ..’ 0 
s=. . . . . . . . 
-3, &_1 ‘.’ SI 
with 
j-2 
rt = BoDo, r, = A’-‘BoDo + c AiP”Bo CA’B, j = 2,3:. . . : tl> 
i=I 
31 = DIDo, s2 = CB,,Do + D,CB 
j-2 
sj = CAiP2BoDo + D, CAjP2B + ~CAi-i~3Bo CA’B, j = 3,4, . , z. 
i=l 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
(77) 
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The ‘free terms’ oh x(k + 1 , 0), h = 1,2 in this model depend explicitly on the 
pass index k. Hence they must be interpreted as ‘time varying’ in this sense. 
This feature is highly undesirable but, as shown below, these free terms can 
be removed by employing further state transformations. 
Another feature of this model is the ‘nonstandard’ updating structure in the 
pass to pass direction. In particular, consider the sub-vectors f(k) and j(k) 
which form the global state vector X(k). Then the next value of F(k), i.e. 
j(k + l), is computed recursively from j(k) but this is not true for f(k). Hence 
in Fornasini-Marchesini model terms, j(k) plays the role of the global state 
vector and f(k) plays the role of the system output vector. Also 
x(k,O),k= 1,2,... x(O,p) and y(O,p), 0 <p < CI are the initial conditions, Note, 
however, that the sequence of vectors y(k, 0), k = 1,2, . . . are not initial condi- 
tions since they can be uniquely determined from (72), (73). The ‘free’ terms 
ahx(k + 1 , 0), h = 1,2 can be viewed as ‘permitted’ inputs. 
To remove the ‘time varying’ terms from the model of Theorem 7, introduce 
the transformations 
o(k) := j(k) + n(k), 
i(k) := i(k) + u(k), (78) 
where it follows immediately that z(k) and u(k) must satisfy the following pair 
of equations 
n(k + 1) = A,ez(k) - ozx(k + l,O), 
u(k + 1) = A,g(k) - a,x(k + 1,O). (79) 
Introducing these transformations into the model of Theorem 7 yields the de- 
sired result, i.e. a linear (or 1D) time invariant state space model description of 
the dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes. This result is stated formal- 
ly as follows. 
Theorem 8. The dynamics of discrete linear repetitive processes can he 
equivalently described by the ID linear time invariant state space model 
o(k + 1) = A,w(k) + SU(k), 
i(k + 1) = A,w(k) + R U(k). (80) 
Suppose also that the initial conditions are known a priori for this model. 
Then the z transform can be used to compute z(k) and u(k) using 
z(k) = -Z-‘{(zZ -A,&‘(T&(Z) -x(0,0)]}, 
u(k) = -Z-‘{[A,~(zZ-A,6)-‘0*+6,] x [X(z) -x(0,0)]}, (81) 
where Z-’ denotes the inverse z transform operation, X(z) denotes the z trans- 
form of x(k, 0), and x(O) and u(O) have been set equal to zero without loss of 
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generality. Alternatively, if the state initial conditions on each pass only be- 
come available as the process itself evolves, x(k) and v(k) must be recursively 
computed from (79). 
In common with the model of Theorem 7, the model of Theorem 8 has a 
‘nonstandard’ updating structure. In particular, consider the sub-vectors i(k) 
and o(k) which form the global state vector in this case. Then o>(k + 1) is com- 
puted recursively from o(k) but this is not the case for i(k). 
Given the model of Theorem 8, return to the pass controllability problem of 
Definition 3. Then since this model is nonsingular, there is no difference be- 
tween the (1D) properties of reachability and controllability for the underlying 
dynamics. Clearly, however, it is not possible to control co(k) and i(k) indepen- 
dently since they effectively depend on each other. 
It is routine to conclude that discrete linear repetitive process are pass con- 
trollable in the sense of Definition 3 if, and only if, the sub-vector o(k) of its 
equivalent standard (1 D) linear time invariant systems state space description 
is (state) controllable. This result is stated formally as follows. 
Theorem 9. Discrete linear repetitive processes we pass controllable in the sense 
of Dqfinition 3 iJ: and only iJ: the so-called puss controllability matrix 
s;2, := [&A,&. ‘A$$ (f-2) 
has rank equal to rm. 
Some further development of this basic result is also possible to useful effect. 
In particular, note that the zrn x xm block matrices which form QP can be writ- 
ten in the form 
DIDO 0 . 0 - 
* D,Do ... 0 
S= . . 
0 ! 
* * . . DIDO _ 
A;$ = 
D’+‘D 
I 0 0 0 
* DI+‘& . . . 0 
* * . D’-’ D I 0 
(83) 
. i=l,.... m-l. (84) 
This immediately establishes the following corollaries of Theorem 9. 
Corollary 1. Suppose that the pair (01, DID”} is controllable in the standard 
(ID) sense. Then (82) for puss controllability of discrete linear repetitive 
processes holds. 
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Corollary 2. Suppose that the pair (01, DO} is controllable in the standard (1 D) 
sense. Then discrete linear repetitive processes are pass controllable. 
5. Conclusions 
This paper has developed matrix rank based characterisations of local 
reachability/controllability and pass controllability of discrete linear repetitive 
processes. In the former case, the results have been developed using 2D linear 
systems state space model interpretations of the underlying dynamics. The final 
results are in the form of tests on constant matrices which are clearly highly 
desirable from an applications/further development standpoint. 
Previous work had shown that these 2D systems descriptions of the process 
dynamics can only yield necessary conditions for pass controllability. Here nec- 
essary and sufficient conditions for this property have been developed, again in 
the form of a matrix rank based test. This test has been derived from a new 
standard (1 D) linear time invariant state space description of the underlying 
dynamics. The key feature of this model in contrast to those previously report- 
ed, both for 2D linear systems [16] and discrete linear repetitive processes [17], 
is that it is defined in terms of matrices and vectors of constant dimensions. 
This fact alone makes this 1 D linear systems model interpretation of the under- 
lying dynamics a potentially powerful analysis base for the development of a 
comprehensive control theory for discrete linear repetitive processes. 
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